GREAT PYRENEES FANCIERS OF THE NORTHEAST
REGIONAL SPECIALTY
MAY 1, 2016
MATAMORAS, PA

CONFORMATION: JUDGE – MS. PATRICIA PRINCEHOUSE

BEST OF BREED: CH CATALAN MELANGE; Nancy and Larry Carr
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX: GCH RIVERGROVES THE NAME OF THE GAME; Jean A. Boyd, Marcia Stewart
BEST OF WINNERS: COSETTE DU BOUSQUET; Arlene Oraby
SELECT DOG: GCH CHATEAU DE CASTLENAU; Michael Falatach
SELECT BITCH: CH PYRAGON’S NIGHT SKY ROYAL CROWN, CGC; Rhonda Dalton
AWARDS OF MERIT: GCH PYRFECTION ROBERT RIVERS; Janet Weymouth
GCH RIVERGROVES STAR SAPPHIRE; John & Joan Hanover, Jean Boyd
GCH RIVERGROVES DANCING WITH THE STARS; Cynthia Miccio, Gail Tuepker, Jean Boyd

DOGS:
6 MOS AND UNDER 9 MOS
1 – GUARDIAN OF THE HIVE ST LACY O.G.; Nicole Sharpe, Peter Sannicandro
2 – CHERLYNS MR. BLY BY U; Cheryl Grimshaw

12 MOS AND UNDER 18 MOS
1 – PYRFECTION FREDERIC REMINGTON; James E Delaney & Katherine Weir

AMATEUR OWNER HANDLER
1 – J&R RANCHO’S GOTTA HAVE IT; Debra Epps

BRED –BY- EXHIBITOR
1 – ABSTRAX SIMPLY INCREDIBLE; Melissa Metzler & Brice Wonders
2 – CATALAN SEAL OF APPROVAL; Kathy Liles & Nancy Carr
3 – PYRFECTION JERRY ROSE; Janet Weymouth
4 – PYRCOUNTRY-D’LYTE’S GUN POWDER AND LEAD; David & Darla Daugherty, Michelle Miller, Ashley Houk

OPEN DOG
1 – FRAMBOISE FANGORN OF PYRSHIRE; Florence Laicher
2 – PYRVIEW’S GRAND MARNIER; Phyllis & Thomas Meade
3 – CHERLYNS RGV’S REGAL PANACHE; Cheryl Grimshaw

WINNERS DOG
FRAMBOISE FANGORN OF PYRSHIRE; Florence Laicher

RESERVE WINNERS DOG
GUARDIAN OF THE HIVE ST LACY O.G.; Nicole Sharpe, Peter Sannicandro

11 DOGS, 5 POINTS
BITCHES:

9 MOS AND UNDER 12 MOS
1 – RIVERGROVES SHE LOVES A PARADE; Michael Falatach
2 – DANAÉ STRATOU LA RUCHE DE MIEL; Nicole Sharpe, Peter Sannicandro

12 MOS AND UNDER 18 MOS
1 – PYRVIEW’S FRENCH CONNECTION AT TWO PONDS; Mel Ciociola, Sandy Dyment
2 – PYR SHIRE’S MELIAN; Florence Laicher

AMATEUR OWNER HANDLER
1 – JOSETTE DU BOUSQUET; Phyllis & Thomas Meade

BRED –BY- EXHIBITOR
1 – ABSTRAX HONOR AND GLORY DE STOAWAY; Donna Stoey, Melissa Metzler & Brice Wonders
2 – J&R RANCHO’S UPTOWN GIRL; Roberta Faulk

AMERICAN BRED
1 – COSETTE DU BOUSQUET; Arlene Oraby
2 – RIVERGROVES SPECIAL BLEND; Jean Boyd & Marcia Stewart
3 – BRYNJULF DON’T LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD; Darrell Goolsbee & Larry Cupp

OPEN BITCH
1 – GUARDENIA IMPYRIAL’S RISING STAR V BIGROCK; Priscilla Marsh & Victoria Coffman & Karen Justin
2 – PYRAGON’S NIGHT SKY ANGELIQUE ON LILAC HILL, RN; Stephanie Whitney & Rhonda Dalton
3 – SHADEE HILL LA VIE EN ROSE; Janet Ingram & Joan Ziehl
4 – PYRAGON’S VANILLA NIGHT SKY, RN, CGC; Rhonda Dalton & Amey Primiano

WINNERS BITCH
COSETTE DU BOUSQUET; Arlene Oraby

RESERVE WINNERS BITCH
GUARDENIA IMPYRIAL’S RISING STAR V BIGROCK; Priscilla Marsh, Victoria Coffman, Karen Justin

15 BITCHES, 5 POINTS

VETERAN DOGS
9 YRS AND UNDER 11 YRS
1 - GCH PYRFECTION ROBERT RIVERS; Janet Weymouth

11 YRS AND OVER
1 - CH CHERLYNS AJAXT-GREATEST GLORY; Suzanne Marshall

VETERAN BITCHES
7 YRS AND UNDER 9 YRS
1 - GCH RIVERGROVES STAR SAPPHIRE; John & Joan Hanover, Jean Boyd
2 – CH PYRVIEW’S PICTURE ME WITH ROSES; Cynthia & Christopher Miccio
9 YRS AND UNDER 11 YRS
1 - GCH RIVERGROVES DANCING WITH THE STARS; Cynthia Miccio, Gail Tuepker, Jean Boyd

11 YRS AND OVER
1 – CH PYRVIEW’S ANSWER FROM ABOVE; Cynthia & Christopher Miccio

PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES: JUDGE – MR. ED GRAVELY

PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES DOGS
9 MOS AND UNDER 12 MOS
1 – PYRCOUNTRY-D’LYTE’S GUN POWDER AND LEAD; David & Darla Daugherty, Michele Miller, Ashley Houk
2 – GUARDIAN OF THE HIVE ST LACY O.G.; Nicole Sharpe, Peter Sannicandro
3 – CHERLYNS MR. BLU BY U; Cheryl Grimshaw

15 MOS AND UNDER 18 MOS
1 – ABSTRAX SIMPLY INCREDIBLE; Melissa Metzler, Brice Wonders
2 – PYRFECION FREDERIC REMINGTON; James Delaney, Katherine Weir
3 – CH RIVERGROVES R F DIAMOND SOLITAIRE; Cassidy & Joan Hanover
4 – PYRFECION JERRY ROSE; Janet Weymouth

7 PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES DOGS

PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES
9 MOS AND UNDER 12 MOS
1 – RIVERGROVES SPECIAL BLEND; Jean Boyd, Marcia Stewart
2 – TIP’N CHIP’S CLASSIC EDITION OF ROMANESCA; Judith Cooper, Judith Rioman-Royer
3 – DANAE STRATOU LA RUCHE DE MIEL; Nicole Sharpe, Peter Sannicandro
4 – RIVERGROVES SHE LOVES A PARADE; Michael Falatach

12 MOS AND UNDER 15 MOS
1 – PYR SHIRE’S MELIAN; Florence Laicher

15 MOS AND UNDER 18 MOS
1 – J&R RANCHO’S UPTOWN GIRL; Roberta Faulk
2 – PYRVIEW’S FRENCH CONNECTION AT TWO PONDS; Mel Ciociola, Sandy Dyment

7 PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES

BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES
RIVERGROVES SPECIAL BLEND; Jean Boyd, Marcia Stewart

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES
ABSTRAX SIMPLY INCREDIBLE; Melissa Metzler, Brice Wonders

14 PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES
VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: JUDGE – ED GRAVEY

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES DOGS
7 YRS AND UNDER 9 YRS
1 – CH PYRVIEW’S SPARTAN WARRIOR; Tuulikki Tammiala Salonen, Juulia & Tuulia Salonen
2 – GCH IMYRIAL’S LOVE STRUCK ROMEO; Robert & Cheryl Young, Karen Justin, Victoria Coffman

9 YRS AND UNDER 11 YRS
1 – CH PYRAGON’S HALO OF A STARRY NIGHT; Rhonda & Matthew Dalton
2 – GCH PYRFECTION ROBERT RIVERS; Janet Weymouth
3 – GCH CABOCHARD SALTY DOG OF ANDORRE; Bonnie Stout Bestoso

11 YRS AND OVER
1 – CH CHERLYNS AJAXT-GREATEST GLORY; Suzanne Marshall

6 VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES
7 YRS AND UNDER 9 YRS
1 – GCH RIVERGROVES STAR SAPPHIRE; John & Joan Hanover, Jean Boyd
2 – CH PYRVIEW’S PICTURE ME WITH ROSES; Cynthia & Christopher Miccio

9 YRS AND UNDER 11 YRS
1 – GCH RIVERGROVES DANCING WITH THE STARS; Cynthia Miccio, Gail Tuepker, Jean Boyd

11 YRS AND OVER
1 – CH PYRVIEW’S ANSWER FROM ABOVE; Cynthia & Christopher Miccio
2 – PYRLESS PETIT FOUR; Susan Blevens

5 VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES

BEST IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES
GCH RIVERGROVES STAR SAPPHIRE; John & Joan Hanover, Jean Boyd

RESERVE BEST IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES
CH PYRVIEW’S SPARTAN WARRIOR; Tuulikki Tammiala Salonen, Juulia & Tuulia Salonen

11 VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES

OBEDIENCE – JUDGE: MS. NANCY WITHERS

NOVICE “B”
NO QUALIFIERS

OPEN “A”
NO QUALIFIERS
RALLY – JUDGE: MS. NANCY WITHERS

NOVICE A
1 – CH RIVERGROVES R F DIAMOND SOLITAIRE; Cassidy & Joan Hanover

NOVICE B
1 – CH PYRAGON’S NIGHT SKY ROYAL CROWN, CGC; Rhonda Dalton

ADVANCED B
1 – BONNIE BLUE SUNSHINE DAVIS, CD, BN, RAE, CGCA; James & Desiree Davis
2 – PYRAGON’S VANILLA NIGHT SKY, RN, CGC; Rhonda Dalton, Amey Primiano

EXCELLENT B
1 – BONNIE BLUE SUNSHINE DAVIS, CD, BN, RAE, CGCA; James & Desiree Davis